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THE tiOAL OF LIFE
or Science and Revelation
By H . E. BUTLE-R
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After forty years of careful thought
on absolutely independent lines the author has presented
therein the essence of revelation and mueh that bas never
been give n to the world by any otber a uthor. F or those tha t
have not thought a great deal on similar lines, every page will
contain thought enou gh fo r days of contemplation.
This book is, as it were, a map of universal law operating
in all nature and ultimating in man . A man traveling tbru an
entirely new country may be lost in the woods, but if be has
the general topography of the country fully in mind, he can
always find bis way out.
This work is a universal topography, beginning with answering the question : Why have not these things been known
before? Tb en by a systematic and logical search for causation, the author enters t he realm of tbe limitless universe, using astronomical and scientific knowle d ge of the construction
of our unive rse , drawing therefrcm logical dedHctions of its
limitl ess extent, an :i the gene ral order and law governing all
things. Finding th at th e la st analy sis of matter by modern
physicists forced th em to the conclusion that the former idea
cf the solidity and eternity of matter is no longer tenable,
the author , as well as physicist., is fo rced into the realm of
mind, spirit, or life. Comparir,g th ese facts with the revelations given in the H ebraic Bible and Christian Testamer;t,
the trend of tL.! development of t he race, along with a clear
and an unmistakable conception of Christ's mission to the
world, is cle arly set forth.
In the se cond part of this work are presented methods for
applying in man's life unive rsal law; by the application of
these methods all the vici.ssitudes that now torment and destroy
our race are obviated and man is enabled to walk peacefully
across the great borderline between the present and the eternal future.
37 6 pp. in th e best material. Illustrated, and finely bound
in cloth . Price , $2 .00; postpaid.
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The Order
of flelch isedek
A MESSAGE TO THE NEOPHYTE
BY ENOCH PENN

Thru ages past members of that Grand Old Order o1
Me lchisedek have watched over the affairs of men-have
taken a personal interest in and given personal care to
those who seek to become members with them.
This book sets before you the methods by which you,
too, may become a recipient of that gracious care--it
presents you the key by which you may unlock the door
and enter in among those grand and gracious members.
Standing at the cloor is the greatest of all MASTERS,
the H H;AD of that GRAND OLD BROTHERHOOD, and
with Him the myriads of men and women who thruout
the ages have been passing in thru that door.
This book describes the first four degrees of the
ORDER OF MELCHISEDEK-steps by which men and
women may reach the highest rung on the ladder of
human attainment. It tells in detail what these degrees
are, and what qualifications constitute the Neophyte's
fitness for attaining the degrees.
Price, postpaid, Cloth, $1.25. Paper, 75 Cents.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR WOMEN
THIS bookletof 42 pages, containing special instructions in
the regenerate lite, has been carefully compiled for those
women who a.re striving to gain true soul-powers. The rules
laid down :ire of such a ch3.racter that all can readily understand them, being clothed in simple language, free from all
technical terms and occult phrases. A few months' trial will
convince the most skeptical that the methods recommended are
not ex:periments, but are the result of much thought and
actual knowledge obtained thrn personal ebservation and experience.
Price, postpaid, 25 cents.
California Customers to add 3 per cent Retail Sales Tax.

THE PURPOSE IN
THE CREATION OF THE WORLD
BY HIRAM

E.

BUTLER

THE PREFACE of this booklet reads as follows:
"We propose to give principles in this book which will
place the mind of the student in harmony with the purpose of
God, and consequently with all the laws of creation; for, if our
purpose is the same as God's, then we are by virtue of that fact,
one with Him or It; for our beliefs give quality and direction to
our inspirations.
If our comprehension of the fundamental principles is correct, the inspiration that fo llows will tend to illuminate and
strengthen our minds in the knowledge of those principles; on
the other hand, if our beliefs are e rroneou s, then that which we
inspire will but add to error. Again, every mind gives color
and form to the thought created by it; therefore, if our mind can
be put in order in all the basic principles a perfect structure of
truth will be possible to us; but in no other way.
We firmly believe that in this book we shall be able to lay
and to consummate a foundation which will enable the student
to build in his own mental structure a perfect temple of the living God; a Paradise from which he need never be driven."

Frice, postpa.id, 26 cents
California Customers: See Sales Tax Notice

THE EVERLASTING COVENANT
BY HIRAM E. BUTLER .

Is intended for those who seek oneness with God.
If read , accepted and lived, it will bless and prolong your
life into the Ages.
It is a compact between man and God : If you do your part he
will never fail you, for he will dwell in you.
We especially desire to place this booklet in the hands of the
ministry. Any minister of the Gospel upon request will :ie sent
a ccpy gratuitously. They will oblige us by mentiouing the de .
nomination to which they belong and the church that they are
in charge of. Price, postpaid, 25 cents

IF YOU FIND

the thoughts in THE CHRISTIAN EsoTERIC interesting and profitable, why not offer that interestand
profit to your friend by lending him a r.opy?
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in pubfahing THF CHRISTIAN ESis to present Methods of Attainment
to those who have by the processes of development reached a point in their experience
where they feel the need of a higher order
of Life, and are seeking a way by which they
may come into the understanding of the object of our life
in the physical body, and obtain a fuller development of al1
their faculties, physical, mental and spiritual.
We recognize the real man to be the conscious, thinking
part in us, that is, the "soul," which has two spheres of action and consciousness-one interior and spiritual, the other
external and physical. When both spheres of consciousness
are obtained, man will understand the use in everything,
and will cease from selfish struggle and combat with his
fellow, and thus help to bring abou t a new order of humanity to spread over and to control our earth. We know that
there are many who look forward to this goal, and THE
CHRISTIAN ESOT ERIC is sent out for the purpose of uniting
them in a concerted effort to attain it, with the hope that
the time will comt when these will gather to one center
set apart for their education and perfection, so that the
highest possible ultimates may be reached. This magazine
therefore, together with our other publications, expounds
the doctrine and supplies the methods that, if carefully
and zealously applied, develop and awaken the facultie@ of
the soul, enabling one to become i;onscious of the Spirit,
wherein is a knowledge of all things necessary for man's
use and true well-being.
UR OBJECT
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GENERATION AND REGENERATION
BY H. E. BUTLER

THERE are many things in psychol0gy that have been
known for centuries by those who give attention to such
things, that for the last fifty* years have been drilled out
of the mind and thought of the people, to such an extent
that at the present time it is popular to say and to try to
think that any one who believes in anything that cannot
be seen and handled is superstitious and ignorant. If the
public would stop to think reasonably, it would see that
the so-called scientific leaders have gone to such rediculous extremes that they are more superstitious than even
the heathens of a thousand years ago-superstitious in
the sense of ignoring some of the most vital and profitable
truths. They have gone to the extreme of disbelieving
in anything that pertains to a future existence. Many of
our leading scientists. have tried to impress upon the mind
of the public the idea that when a man dies that is the
end of him and that there is no spirit, no God, nothing but
this earth and its products; that man is its product and
*This article becomes of special interest to the reader
who stops to consider that it was written in 1911.
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that he lives and dies just as all life on earth lives and
dies. But there has now come a reaction. Now they have
awakened to the fact that th ey have reached their limit.
They can go no further until they recognize the fact that
there is something beyond the cognizance of the five
senses.
What we have to say will be relegated by many to the
realm of ignorance and superstition, but in reality it belongs to the realm of knowledge and wisdom, and in the
future it will be known as such.
There are in existence (and it was recognized by the
Lord Jesus) spirits that are called demons or devils which
in extreme cases infest members of the human family
and produce disease and insanity. If you will read your
Bible carefully you will see that in nearly every case of
healing by the Lord, it was done by casting out a demon.
Read the account in Matthew viii. of the Christ's meeting
two men out of whom he cast legions of devils and permitted them to enter a herd of swine. "Oh," say the
would-be wise ones, "that is all a myth." But we are
not dealing with the would-be wise; let them go on in
their ignorance and superstition and die as the animals
die. We are dealing with facts, and so was our Master,
the Lord Christ.
The main thought that we wish to bring before your
mind is that which has been the cause of the destruction
of more men and women (more largely women) than any
other demoniac influence that has acted upon the people
since the new and everlasting gospel was presented to
the world in the Esoteric teachings. It is this: Every
man and woman born into the world is the embodiment
of some thought of Divinity expres.sed thru parentage,
prenatal conditions; and as the elements are filled with
thought-forms of every conceivable nature, which thoughtforms are called demons (for remember that "By the
word of God the worlds were made, " and that he created man in his image and likeness, capable of creatin5
thought-forms), therefore every man and woman has in-
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corporated within their organism thru negativeness, perhaps in childhood, elementals or thought-forms that are
devils. In other words, it is acknow ledged and recognized
that every person has two spirits: one attracted to darkness, perversion and evil; the other, to righteousness,
light and knowledge.
As children grow up to manhood and womanhood, the
evolutionary conditions, or, if you please, circumstances,
force upon them the necessity of using the highest and
best within them in order to maintain even a physical existence in the world. This suppresses the lower and evil
tendencies and holds it in abeyance; but to whatever extent a person is disposed to follow the dictates of the
senses, the appetites and passions, these dark and evil
thought-forms unite with him and help him in this direction; and to whatever extent he turns his mind toward
thought, rig·hteousness and goodness, the angels of the
Divine Presence help him in that direction. This gave
r ise to the saying, attributed to Plato we believe, that
every person has a demon or a dark spirit, and an angel
or light spirit, attending him. This is the truth in a general way.
Since the Esoteric truths have been given to the world,
and especially since the advent of our little book, ''Practica 1 Methods to Insure Success," all persons into whose
hands these teachings have fallen have been caused to
take sides, either in favor of divine truth, or in favor of
demoniac evil. The little book has opened the door for
a great number of people to take up the .B;soteric teachings in general, and especially the teachings of the regeneration.
Let us stop to consider what the word "regeneration"
means. Re is a prefix meaning again. Generation, as
everyone knows, is the beginning of individualized life.
Then to generate again would necessarialy be to add to
and to reproduce the child natme, the vital quality that
produced the organism. In other words, we may say,
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the reproduction of the vital and spiritual qualities of the
individual. Thus it is apparent that the word regeneration means to take hold upon and to control all the generative forces and to cause them to renew and revivify,
revitalize, the organism thru and by the power of the
mind and will of the individual.
It will now be seen that to begin the work of regeneration the individual must at once begin to control the act
of generation in order to stop the outflow of the seed of
life, or the generation of organisms outside of himself,
and to retain the vital elements that originally produced
him, and thus retaining them within himself he reproduces, revivifies a.nd increases his own personality .
.In our teachings in the past we have held before the
people the necessity of first stopping the work of generation, ceasing from the act of generation, and also of hold_
ing and controlling the generative fluids and utilizing
them for the regeneration of self.
Men and women, and especially women, are the embodiment and expression of love. God is love, and it was
the design of the Creator that woman should be kept
pure and uncontaminated from the struggles and worries
of an external existence and that she should become the
embodiment of Divine love in the generation, exprest in
motherhood, the love of husband, family and home. There
was implanted in the inner consciousness of every m1n
and every woman the ideal of a loving companion, an ideal
companion who would be the strength, the power, of the
weak side of their nature, the other half of their existence; the two halves becoming one perfect whole in
which would exist peace, joy, love, and continual happiness. This ideal is planted deep down at the very root of
life's existence; it came from the Creator when he created
man. Men and women marry thinking they will obtain this
condition, but on awakening to the fact that it does not
exist in the generation, they become dissatisfied, and some
worry their lives away. When the truths of the regenera-
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tion as offered in the E ;oteric teachings, especially in the
little book, "Practical Methods to Insure Success," come
into their hands many of them receive it, but, as Jesus
said, not having any root in themselves, they pervert it to
their own passional nature; that is to say, they simply apply the thought to the separation from the sex-relation,
and take no thought of all that belongs to it.
For instance, the Shakerf' worked for over a hundred
years on the one thought of the separation of the sexes,
thinking that means regeneration, and many of them have
allowed the demon of perverted sex to control their imagination, and it has manifested in the form of spiritualism. Therefore they have claimed that they are the original
spiritualists, for th at demon in the life of men and women,
when given control of the vital currents, soon gets control
of the mind and of all that belongs to manhood and womanhood, and in place of sex being a regenerative force, it
at once becomes a degenerative force. It is because of
this that the Shakers have dwindled to nothing, and in
place of an increase of mind, wisdom, knowledge and all
that belongs to manhood and womanhood, these powers
are decreased, and m :i.ny of their leaders have dhd
wrecks of humanity.
What does this mean?-lt means this: During the
many years of our public work we have received many letters from women, saying, "I have Jived the regenerate
life for many years and yet my health is bad and I have
no consciousness of added powers, et cetera. Why?- Because they grasped simply the idea of the separation of
the sexes, without taking up the vital center, the all-important part of the teachings, the stoppage of the waste
of the life. Many write us that they are regenerated, but
when we come to know them we find that in place of their
being regenerated they have given up their individuality
to a dark spirit, to a dav ii, that controls them, and in place
of their being full of life, bu')yant, active life springing up
like that of a child, they are weak, sick, and deranged in
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every part of the body. Yet they claim to be regenerated,
when in reality they are degenerates, having given themselves up to the dark forc es.
There is another fact that is very important in this
connection. It is this: Every woman and some men have an
ideal man or woman that ever lives and floats above them
in their imagination. They have a vague ideal of that loving-yes, divine-companion that will be to them all that
their soul longs for, and when they begin to live the regenerate life, even tho they begin to try to conserve the
seed, they allow this ideal to become their god: in place of
looking to God and consecrating their lives to him who
made the world, they center all in this ideal. This opens
their inner consciousness to demons, who at once begin
to simulate this ideal and to personify it, thus the demon
is accepted as that ideal companion.
When an individual has accepted such a personification. in place of following the regeneration, this ideal
companion at once fays hold of the founta ins of the individual's life and creates the imagination of actual sexrelation and thus continues to waste his (or her) life and
to drag him down until he is physically a wreck, hopelessly under the control of devils. Jesus said, "For there shall
arise false Christs, and false prophets, and shall show
great signs and wonders; so as to lead astray, if possible;
even the elect. " The only reason it is not possible to deceive the elect of God is that they look directly to God in
place of looking to an ideal companion; they crucify, conquer and overcome their own desires and merge them into
Gcd, the Source of their being. This guards them against
following evil spirits. ·
There is another cause for this great deception.
When men and women begin to live the regenerate life in
truth, with their pure inclinations and disposition, they
find upon meeting those of the opposite sex, that their
united thought and feeling-yes, and even their active
passions- create in them the spirit of devotion, and that
that attitude of devotion is a means by which they reach
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out and actually tou ch and beco .n e conscious of the Spirit
of GoJ; a spiritual consciousness flow.;; in and this causes
them to believe without a doubt that in that unity resides
their hope of immortality. Thus they are drawn toge ther,
and after they have come together in marriage, or at least
in sex-relation, behold! that high ideal and deep spiritual
consciousness is shattered. If they are tenacious in their
principles they still feel that there is in their unity that
which lifts them into the consciousness of Divinity, and
no argument can convince them that they are not right in
pursuing the course they have begun. But not having
absolutely united their life with God, they have not absolutely overcome generation, therefore they will continue
to oscillate between spirituality and demonality, until finally the Spirit of God leaves them and they go down into
darkness and death.
The great truth underlying these grave experiences
is found in the words, "Neither is the woman without
the man, nor the man without the woman, in the Lord."
Woman was designed to stand between man and God, to
stand as the love-spirit and therefore the inspirer from the
fountains of divine life, and so long as man and woman
are able to continue in harmony with that law th ey reap
the reward, but no one is able to continue in harmony
with that Jaw until he has absolutely overcome all voluntary and involuntary loss of the seed and has united his
life unreservedly with God. If two unite before they have
done this, they go on but a short time before they find that
they have fallen into the depths of darkness and despair.
Because of this you will see why all these many years
we have emphasized and insisted on the absolute overcoming of everything that pertains to the generation. And
not only this, but that which is of equal, if not greater,
importance, namely, the uniting of one's life, hopes and
desires to the God of the universe, and looking to him for
all inspiration of knowledge and wisdom. It is necessary
not only to look to God for all knowledge, but to utilize
all one's own abilities of mind, understanding and entire
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capacity of manhood or womanhood in searching for truth
and understanding, demanding a reasonable reason for
everything. For God, our Father, remember, is the source
of our being; he gave us reason; he gave us power to know,
to und erstand, and he expects us to use all the powers we
have; not as the scientists and materialists of our day use
their powers to obscure the light of truth in a spiritual
direction, but to use our powers of mind without regard to
what people say. We should have but the one desire, to
know the truth and the right thal we may live according
thereto, and should stand upon our feet as men and women of mind-power, superior mental ability, and go forward doing what we know is right and just, regardless of
everything else in the world; but avoid the old demon, the
darkest of demons, egotism, self-elevation. Remember that
you cannot rise above your Creator, yet strive to do so if
you can, but at the same time remember the Source of all
that you are, and remember too that as soon as you allow
eg::it ism, seJChood, to dominate you, you separate yourself
from God and fall ignominiously into darkness and death.
Be that which you are; be all that you are; let every
po .ver of your nature be alive and awake, and whenever
you find deficiencies-and you will find them if you are
honest and zealous -then look to God as a little child looks
to its father, and when you have thus placed your lifesymbolically speaking, your hand-in the hand of God, to
follow on to know, to do, and to be a son of God, possessing the attributes of power, wisdom, knowledge and understanding of the Father, abide there. Remember always
that you are still a growing child, learning from the mind
of your Creator. Therein is safety; therein is the foundation of attainment of all that is desirable in human life
and consciousness. Let the world sneer; let the materialists ignore you; let the so-called Christian pass you with
his nose in the air, and be that which you will to be, a
child, a son, of GLid .
May the spirit of divine wisdom instruct you as you read
these words. Peace be with you. (B. R., Vol. X. p. 97).

THE SECRET PLACE
BY ETHEL LUNDIE

HE that d welleth in the secret place of the Most High,
shall dwell under the shadow of the Almighty-Ps. 91 : 9.
THERE is a solitude which is not lonely;
Where those with souls to God attuned can go;
An inward rest and quietude, that only
The pure in heart can und : ! rstand and know.
A solitude apart from worldly glamour,
Where angels and their thoughts are always nigh;
A safe retreat, removed from fear and clamour,
'Tis called "The secret place of the Most High."
Within this "secret place" in safe abiding,
The spiritually minded rest secure;
They listen for their Heaven ly Father's guiding,
And in the silence worship and adore.
'Tis there they catch the thoughts of inspiration;
And in this "secret place" is answered prayer;
'Tis there they reach the mount of revelation,
And find the Infinite is everywhere.
And so this solitude is neve1· lonely,
When Love, the Father-Mother God is nigh;
The pure in heart, dwell in God's presence only;
They know ''the secret place of the Most High.''
- From "The Epoch."

WHEN from our better selves
We have too long been parted
By the hurrying world, and droop,
Sick of its business, of its pleasures tired,
How gracious, how benign is solitude.
-Words worth.

WHAT THE BIBLE TEACHES
(QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS)
BY ENOCH PENN

NATURE ACTS AS A MIRROR
Answer to J. S. B. - You ask, Is nature friendly?"
Perhaps we may reword your question thus: "Is the
world friendly?" No. The world is not friend ly, neither
is Nature friendly. But it is not the fault of the world,
not the fault of Nature. If mankind were friend ly, then
all Nature would respond and become friend ly. It is written of God, that formless life in which we live, and the
activities of which life are the forces of Nature, "To the
pure, thou wilt show thyself pure, and to the perverse,
thou wilt show thyself unsavory." This is the same as
saying that the forces of nature respond to the attitudes
of the minds and hearts of the people. The Bible teaches
plainly that the evil conditions in the world are caused by
"man's inhumanity to man." The statement: "All things
shall work together for good to them that love God," "in
whom we live and move and have our being," is the same
as saying that Nature, like a mirror, will frown at us if
we frown, and will smile at us if we smile.
The statement of Jesus that if we seek the kingdom
of God and his righteousness all our needs will be supplied, to our mind shows that it is the evils man practices
toward his fel lows that are the cause of all that makes
life miserable.
The fact that the Bible promises if men will only live
right-that is, in harmony with the laws of their· being
and maintain an attitude of kindly goodwill toward each
other, they will be healthy, their cattle healthy and prolific, their crops bounteous, and their children happy and
healthy, shows clearly that it is only the evils in the
hearts and minds of the people that make this world less
than a paradise.
"POSSESSION"
Question.-Some of the statements you at times
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make in your magazine strike me as being very strangve
for this day and age. Hundreds of years ago people believed in evil spirits, good spirits, fairies, vampires, and
things of that kind, but you seem still to cling to such beliefs. You even speak of persons being controlled by
spirits. What do you mean when you say that a person
is controlled by spirits ?
Answer.-You know that your own body is controlled
to some extent by yourself-that is, y'Ou can d'O or not do
certain things as you will. To distinguish between you.
and your body, we say you are a soul having a body. The
forces of nature playing upon the bodies of your parents
-caused them to build your body. Thruout your childhood
years you learned that by repeated efforts you could cause
your body to do certain things, in other words, you learned
to control your body to a certain extent. But you, the
soul, sometimes becomes JiRtless, negative, then extraneous influences may cause yotl to think, or feel or act as
you otherwise would not; these influences may come from
another soul that has lost its body (See Matt. 12: 43-45).
Another soul may occupy your body with you and at times
impel you to feel and speak and act in ways you would
not. Sometimes one has a bad habit, and cannot break
that habit, because another soul is stronger to control the
body, thus other souls sometimes "run" yotff body in
spite of your efforts to the contrary. Unless you are an
extraordinary person you cannot always think what and
when you want to, unless, peirhaps, it be some habitual
t hought. "Nor can you always feel as you would like to
feel , for sometimes yo\l feel in a way you would not if you
could help it. In other words, you have very little control
of your own body or of your mind, consequently but little
control of the thoughts and sensations which make up
your consciousness.
There is a saying, based upon long observation, that
" an idle mind is the devil's workshop," which means
that when the mind is empty and negative, useless and
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perhaps wicked thoughts, from other minds, commonly
discarnate souls, go thru the mind and impel to corresponding action.
Because your body is so that you, the soul, can manipulate it, when you are sufficiently negative thru having
at the time no active purpose, a disembodied soul may
l:>egin to manipul ate your body to its liking, and cause you
to feel and think and do what you otherwise would not.
If that intruding soul is diseased in any way that diseased
condition will most likely manifest as a chronic disease in
your body. At times Jesus healed persons of long standing
diseases by driving away the diseased soul which by its
presence induced its own diseased state in the body of its
victim (See Mark 9: 25).
It may make but little difference in the beginning if
one does not believe these things, but we can assure you
that one does not go very far in the regeneration before
he learns by experience that these things are true. And
it is in the effort to get full control of one's body that a
person finds that other forces and other minds dispute
his right to control his own body.
HAVING LIFE THRU HIS NAME
Question.-In John 20: 31, we read, "But thesf> are
written that ye might believe that Jesus is the Christ, the
son of God; and that bel ieving ye might have life thru his
name.'' What I should ask is, How can we ''have life
t hru his name"? What does this mean?
Answer. -Our understanding is that when one has
followed Jesus until by receiving the Holy Spirit one has
become anointed a son of God; that is, when thru being
anointed, christed , and thus becoming conscious of and
so being born into the Spirit-world, that state of consciousness is eternal, is not lost even tho the body dies. In
other words, When thru becoming christs, and having a
right to that name, we have attained to a consciousness
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of being a spirit in the spirit-world we have thus attained
to eternal life. We have believed into the nam e "Christ;"
have become a member of the Christ-Body.
RELIGIOUS DECADENCE
Question.-Why is it that religions are so hard to understand. To me it seems doubtful at times if even the
teachers themselves understand what they teach.
Answer. -Religious teachings are necessarily difficult
because religious truths are largely abstractions, and abstractions are difficult for the ordinary mind to grasp. Because of this t4e teachers of religious truths have been
compelled to resort to parables, symbols, rites and ceremonies for illustrations of them. In time these illustrations, especially the rites, become accepted as being the
truths themselves, instead of being understood as being but illustrations of truths. To illustrate this, we will
take the rite of baptism, which appears to represent receiving the Holy Spirit, and we are given to understand
that without receiving the Holy Spirit one cannot be
saved; yet there is a large proportion of the Christian
people who, because they confuse the rite with the spiritual truth it symbolizes, hold fast to the rite, and the
manner of administering the rite, as being the important
thing, while the spiritual truth represented is ignored.
When this point is reached religion becomes but superstition, and the time has come for a reformation, without which the followers of that religion sink into formality and a fetishism to which truth is a stranger.
All religions appear to sink gradually into materialism, one reason being that persons high in authority add
their own personal ideas to the original doctrines. In this
way all religions have deteriorated and have become something very different from the system of truths as formulated by their founders. It was a perception of these facts
that caused Jesus to say to the religious teachers of his
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day: "Ye compass sea and land to make one proselyte.
and when ye have made him, he is twofold more a child
of hell than yourselves." That is, they who are converted
to a materialistic religious system, become still more materialistic. But the Christian people are not able to see
that this accusation of Jesus applies to them to-day, because they do not see how widely the tE::achings of the Bible differ from the teachings of the Church.

WHY FEAR GOD
Question. -In Psalm 96: 9, I read. "O worship the
in the beauty of holiness: Fear before him, all the
earth." What I want to know is, why should we fear
God? There is so much in the Bible about fearing God,
and yet we are given to understand that God is good and
kind. We do not fear those who are good and kind.
Answer. -The word LORD is properly YAHVEH, and
the meaning of that name is "I will be what I will to be."
This offers the idea that YAHVEH is the Almighty Will,
from which all other wills and powers are derived, and to
which all other wills and powers must surrender. Because of this, that Will is called the God of gods. God's
will relative to man and to the earth is fixed, therefore
the prophet makes him to say, "I change not." And that
Will is set that man shall grow and develop a Godlike
character, and gain such knowledge of his own inherent
powers, (which powers were manifested by Jesus,) and by
the use of these powers take control of all the earth and
rule it as its God. Because of this there is nothing man
will do or can do that will thwart the accomplishing of the
Creator's purpose. As a child in school may idle its time
away, so man may to some extent loiter, but the lesson
must be learned, and he is wise who fears that inexorable
will, and carefully moves toward its accomplishment in
himself. This implies that man should fear to act contrary
to that Will, knowing that so far as his growth and <levelLORD
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opment toward his destined ultimate is concerned his efforts must surely come to naught. For even tho one thru
unrighteous means attains to great wealth, to power or
great honor, yet it will not ultimately prosper, and the
result to himself shall not be good.
FINDING PEACE
Question. - Many of the words of Jesus seem simple
enough, but still, when one comes to analyze them there
is difficulty. Jesus said, "In the world ye shall have tribulation, but in me ye shall have peace." What did he
mean? How can we be "in him?·"
Answer.-We understand that Jesus meant that they
who live in the consciousness of this world-life shall see
endless trouble, because the world-life in which they
live, and which causes them to live, is in ceaseless turmoil, and they who live in and from it must share in its
turmoil.
When Jesus spoke of himself he did not always refer
to the physical man; sometimes he referred to the ChristSpirit, the Comforter, that "the Father will send in my
name;" that is, the Father will send the Christ-spirit to
comfort them. In proportion as one thru chastity and devotion can see and enter into and live from that Christlife he will have peace, for that life is in perfer.t order.
DIETETICS
Question. -What part does vegetariimism and dietetics play in religion?
Answer. -While vegetarianisP1 plays a part in certain
religions, notably Buddhism, yet so far as we know it is
not a part of the Christian religion. To our mind it is a
matter of hygiene, rather than of religion.
GOD'S CHARACTER
Question. - Is God good? I ask this question because
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I see so much of evil and so much suffering in the world
that l can hardly reconcile the idea that God is good with
the facts.
Answer. - If God is good or not to you depends upon
yourself. In II Sam. 22: 26, 27, we read: "With the merciful thou wilt show thyself merciful, with the upright
thou wilt show thyself upright. With the pure thou wi lt
show thyself pure, and with the froward [perverse] thou
wilt show thyself unsavory." These words show that God
the Spirit is to a man what the man makes him, or it, to
be. Good, if the man prompts it to be good; an enemy, if
the man prompts it to be an enemy. Jesus said to the
woman at the well of Samaria, "God is Spirit." Spirit is
formless life.
Thruout all the earth there exists a formless !if e, and
Paul says of this life, "in it we live and move and have our
being." It is the spirit of this world, it is the life which
by its activities causes men and all things to live, somewhat as the electric waves cause the radio to speak and
laugh and sing and seem to be alive. ThiB life man causes
to take form by his imagination, it is the substance which
the thinkers of India call "mind-stuff." The form one
gives to this life or mind-stuff by thinking determines
its effect upon his consciousness, f 01.· his consciousness
is determined by his thoughts. He may form a thought
and laugh with glee because of its effect upon him; or he
may form a thought and curse with anger, for the same
reason. It is claimed, and we think with good reas0n,
that all the heaven, or a11 the hell, we will ever experience-that is, all of happiness or of grief we will ever experience, will be the natural results of our thinking.
This mind-stuff of which man forms thoughts appears to have no moral sense, or character, for the one
who forms a wfoked thought, a thought injurious to another, or to others, finds that it works accordingly, just as
well as when formed into a good thought; we say this
even tho we know that in time evil thoughts will destroy
the thinker.
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But the Holy Spirit, which we may term the mindstuff of the Spirit-realm, will not permit itself to be
formed into a thought of evil, or if by chance it does permit it, the thinker must go back into the darkness where
that evil belongs. It was for this reason that the command was given, "Thou shalt not take the name of YAH-;.
VEH thy God in vain [shall not U$e this power for an unholy purpose], for Y.AHVEH will not hold him guiltless
that taketh his name in vain . " And we remember that
.when Jesus was hungry, after his forty-day fast, he was
tempted to use that power to make bread for himself, but
he refused. They who after gaining this power, use it
wrongfully, and thus create an enmity between them and
the Spirit, will find th at "it is a fearful thing to fall into
the hands of the God of life." Or, to express this thought
in plainer terms, ''It is a fearful thing to make an enemy
of the life which causes you to live."
Therefore if you believe God to be to you a power for
good, that belief gives to the life about you both form
and function for good, but if you believe life to be an enemy, you give to it an inimical attitude toward yourself,
and in time its powers may thus be turned against you for
evil. Therefore we may say that in one sense God is neutral, neither good nor bad to you; it becomes to you what
you cause it to become.
But all persons do not have access to that more refined life we call the Holy Spirit. Jesus said of the Comforter, the Christ (anointing) Spirit, "Whom the world
cannot receive, because it see th him not, " and the normal
person cannot see the Holy Spirit until after years of
absolutely chaste living. Not until one can see the Holy
Spirit as a light, for "God is light," can one directly cause
it to do what he wills it to do, and can say as did Jesus,
"all power is given unto me."
But God the Father, the Creator, that body of the
Holy Ones who have become Gods, are bringing man up
to a knowledge of themselves; they are friends, yet they
permit man to learn the lessons of life by experience,
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often most bitter and painful experience, for ''Experience
keeps a hard school.''
Because man must learn the lessons of life, and must
learn all those natural la:ws operating- in his daily life; in
€>ther words, must learn tne Jaws of the life in which he
lives and w hieh causes him to live, this is· the task that is
given him, these things man must learn and apply before
Jif e can become a real satisfaction to him. Man to-day is
J;ike a littl'e chi'Id, always seeking pleasing sensations, and
this seeking for pleasure always sooner or later becomes
a weariness, for Nature demands that man develop his
mind and all his inherent puwers, and live in harmony
with the laws of his being.

THE PRINCE OF PEACE
pomp 0f dreadful imagery,
Wherewith mankind have deified"
Their hate, and selfishness, and pride[
Let the scared dreamer wake to see
The Christ of Nazareth at his side!
FADE,

What doth that holy Guide require?
No rite of paim, n©r gift of blood,.
But man a kindly brotherhood,.
Looking, where duty is desire,
To him, the beautiful and good.
Gone be the faithlessness of fear;
And let the pitying heaven's sweet rain
Wash out the altar's bloody stain;
The Jaw of hatred disappeali',
The law of Jove alone remain.
How fall the idols false and grim!
And lo! thEir hideous wreck above,
The emblems of the Iamb and dove!
Man turns from God; not Go~. from him;
And Guilt, in suffering, whispers loveL
-Whittierr

REVIEW OF SOLAR BIOLOGY
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a two-page review of the 32nd edition of Solar
Biology, in '"The Beaeon Light" for hly, we take the folRowing extracts::
"Students of biology systems c-an profit from the
reading of Solar Biology. It is the produet of a real think.er, with ~ spi ritual baekg.r ound. You cannot help but
be impressed with both the logic and th.e spirituality expressed in this volume. . • . •
"One thing we like about this volume ls~ that thr uout
the author ties in his philosophy with the teachings of the
Bible,, contima.ally emphasizing that the Bible is a store ~
house of hidden wisdom. I have contended for many years
that without the astrologicil key, there is much in the Bible that can never be 1mderstood. . . .• This book cannot fail to be a revelation to the orthodox Christian.
"We especially recommend the chapters devoted t(')
marriage and sex . If this knowledge were imparted to our
young people and practiced, there wo11ld he no grist for
the divorce mi ll. Yoa would understand better lo.ow boys
and girls enter into suicide pacts when their parents object to their even keeping company, s11ch as th.e case
now occupying the frcmt page of our daily papers.
"Chapter 26., entitled 'Critical periods in the 1ife of
Womarn,' contains some very valuable information; and tG
the newly married, the part dealing with sexual excesses, if heeded, will prevent tr.agedi€S which so frequently
happen during the honeymoon period.
Yes, I know
many books deal with this Sllhjeet, BLJT NOT IN THIS WAY.
There can be no permanent harmony in the world until
the law.s of .sex are properly understood. Solrur Biology
explains and advocates the method of conservation of
the sex-force, transmuting the same into mind power, as
the path way to regeneration. Truly a great book, and
worthy of a place in the library of all t hinkers."
FROM

LEO
"The people of Leo possess a characteristic fervor of
the life-principle, an endowment of the spirit, which . . .
. . either scorches and destroys, or matures and perfects;
and their sign is appropriately symbolized by the lion,
which enters the amphitheater only to throw or be thrown.
"Persons of this sign are Nature's metaphysicians
and philosophers, rather than of the schools, seeking first
causes. or going to the heart of things, while guided more
by intuition or the spirit, .than by reason. Theirs it is to
penetrate into the inner court of the Temple and gaze
uponits mysteries; for the heart, the original seat of• wisdom, leads with them rather than the head.
" 'He hath put understanding in the heart and wisdom
in the inward parts' is peculiarly exemplified by those of
this sign who bear the standard of the Lion aloft, since
spirit is ever conqueror of matter. The people of Leo belong to the tribe of Joseph, who was styled "the dreamer" by his brethren. If Josephs indeed, theirs is the
radiant garment of purity, that coat of many colors which
effectually separates them from their brethren, and sends
them into Egypt for that substance wherewith to nourish
all their kindred."
Persons of each of the signs have their special function, and it seems to be the special function of the heart·
to keep the life-forces of the body in their orderly activities, that the order of the life in the whole body may
be maintained. For unless the heart maintains in each
member the proper supply of blood it becomes weak, or
diseased, and may even die, so also, unless the vital impulses of the hen.rt maintain the orderly activity of the
life-currents of the body the person is to that degree
unhappy, and, in extreme cases, life is unbearable. But
when the impulses and em'.)tions of the heart maintain
in their proper order the vital currents of the body, life
becomes a joy, and may become an everlasting joy.

PLANETAflY INFLUENCES FOR AUGUST
H8LIOCCrnTRIC POSITIONS ARE USED THRUOUT

There is necessarily considerable repetition in stating
the planetary influences from month to month, as the larger
planets remain in a sign of the zodiac for a considerable
time.
URANUS ( 0 ) IN SCORPIO (m)

Uranus is in the sign Scorpio. As Ura11us is the
embodiment of the Creative Principle Sensation, which
principle is ~he basis of all consciousness, being in Scorpio
turns the attention to the sensations resulting thru the
functioning of sex, giving a perception of the, usually,
ignored, undesirable effects on the body of sexual indul·
gence or of any loss of vitality thru that function. The
perception of these undesirable effects of the Joss of vital-..
ity will prompt to the restraint of the "-AX-impulses and give
an inclination to chastity.
It will also disincline to express the mind fully, giving
a tendency to hide one'i:; thoughts, with the inclination
to carry out one's plans in silence and secrecy. These
influences will be most perceptible to persons born in the
sign Scorpio, from October 23rd to November 22nd of any
year, and by persons otherwise qualified by Scorpio. And
particularly now by persons born on or near November 7th.
~

SATURN ( T, ) IN LIBRA ( ~)

Saturn is now in the sign Libra, and while in the
sign Libra all the disturbing influences of Saturn, with
its tendency to bring about sudden changes, are now felt
by persons born in the sign Libra, between September
2:3rd and October 23rd. Those persons born between these
dates, and especially those born on or near October 5th,
are liable to see sudden and decided changes in their
lives and affairs.
Saturn is the embodiment of the Creative Principle
Transmutation, which causes changes from one state to
another state, which is the reason its influence often
brings sudden and complete changes. These changes are
just as likely to be for the better as for the worse, altho
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even changes for the better sometimes cause temporary
inconvenience.
While Saturn is in Libra it will tend to improve the
mechanical ;,ibilities, which will lead to increased improvements in that line. It will increase ideals and visions and
the appreciation of the reality of things unseen. It will
aid those who seek to improve the domestic and social conditions by giving perceptions of better and higher states
relative thereto; but to those who seek simply the enjoyments of the senses it will incline to license rather than
to restraint.
JUPITER

(:11.) IN LJ<;O (Q )

Jupiter is the embodiment of fermentation, and in
whatever sign it may be it tends · to strengthen the corresponding physical function. At the present time it is
in the sign Leo, and it will tend to strengthen the heart,
and thus while in that sign it will tend to increase the
general health, and the ideals concerning the happiness
of loving and of being loved. It will increase the appreciation of music and will give the desire for better and more
refined surroundings, with the impulse to self-culture
and the attaining of an improved standard of living.
While Jupiter is in the sign Leo it will bring the Creative Principle Fermentation into play in the lives of all
persons born in that sign, between July 22 and August 23,
which will manifest in an uneasy restlessness, for no apparent reason; this disturbing influence is especially strong
now in the lives of persons born on or near August 18th.
MARS (d" ) IN AQUARIUS (= )

Because Mars is the embodiment of the Creative Prin_ciple Cohesion, the mother principle, its influence tends
to bind and restrain in whatever sphere or department of
life it may be operating.
Thruout August Mars will be in the sign Aquarius,
and while in that sign it will increase the general desire
to travel, to meet strangers and to be with the crowds,

FROM OUR EXCHANGES
"MANTEL, the great Shakespearian actor, notic':id
that he was aging fast before his time. He then realized
that he had been portraying for two years the role of an
old man, visualizing him, and for the time being living
in his moods and characteristics, and so had begun to
express in his body what was more and more becoming
established in his mind." - From "The Aquarian Age."
''THE late Dr. George S. Weger, in our opinion, never
spoke more truly when he said: 'To all doubters I say, in
all seriousness, that fasting, the withholdin g of all food,
followed by a diet properly selected and combined, is the
nearest approach to a cure-all that it is possible to conceive. This assurance is born of experience, than whfoh
there is no better teacher. Sc!ence will some day verify
these statements. "-From "The Health Philosopher."
"A Ll<'JTTER in our files from a physician-a graduate
of three medical schools-contains the following significant statement: 'For the past fifteen years I have been
reading on psycho-therapeutics, and I am more and more
convinced of the fact that disease is largely due to the
subjugation of the mind to .a dominant idea, and that by
the process of tr an sf erence of thought thru suggestion a
·dominant idea of health, hope, optimism, etc., may be
substituted for the disease dominant thought and the
victim cured without medicine.'' '-William E. Towne in
''Nautilus'' Magazine.

"ALL the heaven we shall ever have is the thoughts
we are thinking; they will be our future consciousness;
out of your thoughts you are building ycmr heaven or your
hell.-H. E. Butler, page 128 ''The Seven Creative Principles.''
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and to gather at places of public entertainment.
EARTH (11) IN LEO ( Q ) AND VIRGO (11JJ)

The Earth being the embodiment of the Creative
Principle Order, its presence in a sign tends to bring an
increase of order, and consequent ability, into the liv2s of
all persons who were born while the earth was in that sign.
Until August 23rd the earth will be in the sign Leo,
and while in that sign it will awaken to greater activity
the emotions of love and goodwill, and will increase the
sense of order and strengthen the aspirations toward better associate conditions.
On August 23rd the earth will enter the sign Virgo,
and while in that sign it will improve the general quickness of sight, and increase the tendency to a critical examination of whatever may be brought to the attention.
It will prompt to efforts to attain to greater refinement in
all departments of life.
VENUS IN GEMINI (I() AND CANCER (@)

The planet Venus is the embodiment of the Creative
Principle Discrimination, and in whatever sign it may be
it increases the general discrimination relative to the
characteristics of that sign. Dis~rimination gives keen
perceptions, and prompts to love and to hate, to positive
likes and dislikes.
Until August 19th Venus will be in Gemini, and will
giYe the desire to know and to seek knowledge, with the
inclinatio.n to teach, to give that knowledge to others.
It will increase the appreciation and love for the opposite sex in those persons born in Gemini, between May 22
and June 21.
On August 19th Venus will enter the sign Cancer,
and while in that sign it will strengthen the general love
for home, family, and for children generally.
It will increase the love and appreciation for the opposite sex in all persons born in the sign Cancer, between
June 21 and July 23.
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(lr), CANCER (@), LEO (Q )
(JU?)

AND VIRGO

Mercury is the embodiment of the Creative Principle
Force, and in whatever sign it may be\ the corresponding
physical function is strengthened and is made more active.
Until August 8th Mercury will be in Gemini, and while
there it will tend to quiet the general nervous activity and
strengthen the brain and incline to scientific studies.
It will increase respect for the opinions exprest by recognized authorities, but will tend to give a feeling of
helplessness or of panic in times of sudden emergency or
calamity, with the inclination to shrink from assuming
~ny unusual responsibilities.
On August 8th, Mercury will enter the sign Cancer,
and while in Cancer it will strengthen the lungs and thus
tend to improve the general health, and will increase the
general love for home and family.
On August 18th Mercury will enter the sign Leo, and
while in Leo it will strengthen the general conjugal love,
and thus tend to increase the general happiness.
On August 27th Mercury will enter the sign Virgo,
and while in Virgo it will strengthen the general digestion, and thus tend to ·improve the general health, but
will blur the intuitions and incline to errors in judgment.
A SUMMING UP

The general tenor ()f the planetary influences for the
month is toward a kindlier at.titude on the part of each toward the others, which, in itself, will tend to improve the
present undesirable social and economic condition.

MIND is the master of the sphere:
Be calm, be steadfast, and sincere;
Fear is the only thing to fear.
-Ella Wheeler Wilcox,

EDITORIAL: PSYCHIC INFLUENCES
DAY after day our mail brings to us here at the Fraternity letters from different parts of the world as a
response or reaction to the message that the Christian
Esoteric and our b;oks carry forth into the world.
Every now and then, !among them the1'e comes a pathetic appeal for help and advice in a matter that weighs
deeply upon a soul in distress, wrestling with a problem
to which it cannot find an adequate solution.
Among these unfortunate ones there is a certain type
or group, the number of which is steadily and alarmingly
grow ing as the years go on. They are, mostly, made up
of "students" of some kind of "Higher Thought," of Occultism, Magic, Mental Science, Sex Potentialization and
.kindred subjects, students who have entered the metaphysical field, most of them perhaps, in order to achieve
personal profit and aggrandizement. And so as to become
more proficient most of them have responded to highpressure sales of "Advanced Courses" along these various
lines.
,,
Frequently, however, they experience to their chagrin,
after having achieved a measure of initial suecess, that
such teachings "back-fire" upon them, wiping out what
seemed to be gained and leaving them worse off than
t hey were before. The most frequent inflictions and setbacks that are experienced by these persons relate to the
psychic and the sexual realms, this doubtless because,
while most of these students are enticed by soaring hopes
for psychic development as well as the attainment of powers to be used in successfully dealing with others, at t he
same time there is wide-spread to-day a great deal of
misinformation in these various fields.
Our readers may still have fresh in memory the letter
published in our April number, in which a woman told
the story of her occult experiences and her resultant distress, seeking for enlightenment.
Her case is one of the type we have here in mi nd, and
. it is typic.al of many that reach us. She had been a met-
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aphysical student for eighteen years, and had joined a
"Mystic Brotherhood" that held out the promise of "elevation of spiritual satisfaction" thru its guidance. Certain forces were, she sayf", directed to the sex-glands and
the sex-organs. Besides this sexual aspect of the teachings, which turned out to be of such a nature that she
feared it to be a form of sex-perversion, the teachings had
psychic aspect: the guidance involved, also, having magnetism directed on her body by "unseen influences" with
a view of devehping the pineal gland so as to turn her
into a clairvayant and a master.
Now, what was the result of this initiatory course?
She soon found herself "trapped" on the "inner planes,"
having opened herself widely and indiscriminately to
invisible influences. But since she knew not enough of
the laws that govern life on those planes, she did not
know how to invite good influences while rejecting bad.
She had ventered into and invited the powers of good and
evil of a realm where she knew not how to use her own
powers of selectivity and knew not even what those powers were. Meeting adverse influences she became fearfully frightened, and telegraphed to the organization
which had "guided" her to where she now found herself, asking them to help her in her plight, only to receive the reply that they were powerless to help her, ''as
it was all from the Inner Planes." Things went on from
bad to worse with her, and dark, sinister forms and forces
began to haunt her nights and her days, leaving her in
despair.
This case-and the number of similar cases is greater
to-day than the world at large is aware of-deplorable as
it is, furnishes an illuminating example of the too easily
aroused credulity and the recklessness of a great number
of students and "neophytes" who are attracted to some
of the dubious occult and magical practices that are gaining momentum these days.
Many lives have been laid waste because men and
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women who have acquired only very insufficient know!edge of the nature of the forces they have set in motion
without knowing how to stop or how tG redirect them
when desirable, do not know tile laws of self-control or of
self-defence when faced with the adverse side of the
forces they have conjured up. Many persons w ho have
inj udiciously dabbled with unseen forces the extent and
nature of which they know little or nothing, sooner or
later have found themselves, caught in the nets t hey have
spread. Some of them complain of being "psychologized,"
" hypnotized," "mesmerized, " or otherwise "worked upon" by other persons whom they suspect, or by unseen
~mtities or influences of which they cannot rid themselves.
And aH of them, as a result, develop an undermining psychic fear complex. Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy is reported to
have declared, in an interview, that her husband's death
"was caused by malicious mesmerism . . . I know that it
was poison that killed him, not material poison, but mesmeric poison." And she exclaims: "O h, isn't it terrible,
that this fiend of malpractice is in t he land." And, as has
repeatedly been asserted, she herself developed a strong
belief in malicious mesmerism or ' 'malicious animal magnetism'' being directed against her by her enemies.
It is highly significant, in this connection, that in an
a rticle quite some years ago, H. E. Butler said that
' 'the beginning of the practical use of magic in America
was Mrs. Eddy's Christian Science treatments. She, as
well as many who followed her directly or indirectly,
came reasonably to the conclusion that, if they could heal
diseases of an individual at a distance and change his
mental state, they could also produce disease-conditions in
others. This then explains how "malicious mesmerism"
.as a disintegrative and destructive force is born. And it
matters not, whether it is actually being sent out with
malicious intent or whether such a belief is purely imaginary, so long as such belief does its destru.::tive work
upon body and mind.
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Mr. Butler in this connection relates, also, how a leading occultist, whom he knew, threatened to kill, " thru
space," a certain person who had provoked the occultist's
anger. Nothing serious did happen in this case, however,
either because the threat was not followed up and the force
Was not sent out, or because the intended victim knew
the divine law of self-protection against such influences.
How are such evil intents as here related given their impetus? Obviously, this use of occult forces relegates the
subject to the domain of Black Magic. At the commencement of the Esoteric movement, which coincided with the
time when the Blavatsky work and modern Theosophy
began to attract wider attention, Mr. Butler was repeatedly urged to disclose the foundation and the modus operandi of this psychological influence. He refused to do so,
however, "knowing [as he writes] the great powers resident therein for evil and the comparatively small degree
of power for good, if placed in the hands of the general
public."
But he did what was vastly more important: he restated the eternal law of the operation of defence-forces,
available to each human being against all undesi1 able influences, known or unknown, visible or invisible, that
may be present or may influence us adversely if the gates
to our interior fortress are left open and the guard off
·duty and whether these influences be called black magic,
hypnotism, mental coercion, psychologization or something else.
It is, of course, a fact constantly to be reckoned with
in daily life, that as the operation of occult forces becomes
more widely known to unscrupulous manipulators, a person with evil intent may use occult force, directed by his
mind and will to cause another to think or to act contrary
to what he would if uninfluenced. That these forces work
both ways, i. e., either constructively or destructively,
needs hardly be stressed. It is well known by all occultists and metaphysicians, that there are in existence organ-
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izations whose members pool their individual resources of
mind and will into a unity of effort for constructive purposes, such as the effo-rt to heal at a distance. But some
of them know also, that there exist organizations whose
members unite their individual minds and wills in a unity
of purposP and power, des igned to influence coercively, by
the sustained radiation of occult force, upon certain individuals or groups to make them unknowingly conform to
their wishes. It is precisely because of the potentialities
for evil of this psychological coercive influence operating
secretly in this way in the world, that knowledge of our
means of self-defence becomes imperative. Not many
years ago a Magazine declared, that somewhere in the East
there existed a secret organization with regular meetings,
its members uniting to senq out a powerful suggestive infl uence toward political groups and politically influential
individuals to sway and to incline them toward ideas, suggested in this subtlei way. Whether this statement was
based on actual facts or not is 1 to a degree, immaterial.
The fact that matters immensely, however, is, that such
practices are entirely possible, and that the temptation
. to use such invisible forces for selfish ends will in the near
future become a psychological danger to both individuals
and groups who are not aware of the sinister possibilities
involved, and who have not realized the means of defence
placed at our disposal.
Above all other things relating to the operation of occult coercive forces and to psychic self-defenc~ this, Mr.
Butler points out, should once and for all be clearly understood by each and all, that' 'no elemental or magic-working
suggester can injure another person in the slightest particular, directly or by the laws of thought transferenceimpressions upon the mind of one that evil is being direct-ed against him thru the powers of magic-1/ he realizes
the fact that no power can touch him, and if he simply
;ignores the suggestion; for magic power can have no effect, if itis simply ignored. On the other hand, if the
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person keeps thinking about it and believes the magic
workers can control him and accomplish their designs, he
will bring about the evil results by his own volition and
thought; in other words. there is no power, outside one's
own self, that ever was or ever will be known to the magicworking people. that can injure another. The only injury
that can be wrought is upon one who is made to believe
that he is being injured in a certain direction and when
his will becomes riegative and when he surrenders passively
to the influence."
''The fact remains, however, that no person can be affected by another, unless by his own volition. All phenomena produced by psychological influence come directly under
this head; and no one can be psychologized unless he surrenders his will to another. Therefore, the essential thing
on the part of the individual is to strengthen the willpower, to cultivate self-confidence and self-reliance, and
parents should teach this to their children. For thereby
the coming wave of black magic, now beginning to sweep
over the civilized world, can be made powerless."
Such, then, is the eternal law governing the mental,
psychic and spiritual nature of man and woman, that if
the wi11 refuses permission of the attention of the mind to
be focused in awareness upon an evil force, that evil will
find no entrance, whereas, on the other hand, if the will
allows the attention to recognize the coercive power of
these evil influences, then fear will arise, and what we
fear will then come upon us, as the Bible truly states.
confirming findings of modern Psychology. Because to
fear is to recognize a power stronger than the power resident in our will to ward it off.
In its constructive sense, the Bible beautifully expresses this protective law in words such as these;
"Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace whose mind
[attention] is stayed on Thee."
"The name YAHVEH rDivine Power] is a strong tower
[fortress], the righteous [right doer] runneth into it [and
abides there] and is safe."
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r ------These tables are in eac h number of this magazine in order that
those who desire to regenerate their bodies may have the l\ata
~hat will help them in tl1eir effo rts.

1

Sales l'ax Not ice
''Sales Tax will be added to r etai l price on all taxable
items, in accordance with Rul ing No. 78, issued pursuant
to the Californ ia Retail Sales Tax Act.''

'l.'o Our Customers Living in Ca,lifornia,
Th ere is a 3 Per Ce nt :>ale> Tax on a ll Retail Sales mad e within th e Sta te.
The Prices in nur price li sts do not in clude thi s tax, so it will be necessary
for our Customers living in Californi a to add 3 Per Cent (to cover t he tax) to the
price of t he total amount of your Orde r.

Use this table to find how much to add to your order.
Size of
order

Arld fo r
Sales Tax

I Size

le to 14c . .. ....... .. ........... None
l fic to 49c . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . .
1c
2c
50c to 83c . ... .. ...... ......... ...
3c
84c to $1.16... . ....... .. .. .. ..... . .
$ 1.1 Ho $1 49 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ..
4c
1.50 to 1.83 ....... .... . ... ... .....
lie
1.84 t·o 2 16.. . . ..
. .... .. .....
6c
7c
2.17 to 2 49 .... . . . .. ........... .
8c
2.50 to 2 .R :~ ..... ... ..... ..... . ... ..
2.84 t<J 3 .16 .. ... .......... .. ..... . .
9c
inc
3 .17 to 3 4\:J . .. ........ . ..... .
3 .50 to 3 83 ........ .... .
ll c
3 .84 to 4 .16 ............ .. ... .. ... . . l '.~.
4.17 to 4.49 .... ........ . . . . .. .
13c
4.511 to 4.83 . . .. .. ... .. .... .. . . .. .. . 14c
4.84 to 516 .. .......... . . .. .. ... . ..
15c

of

Add for
Stil es Tax
$5.17 to $5.49 ... .. .. .. ... . . . .. .. .. 16c
5.50 to 5.88
17c
5 .84 to 6.16
18c
6 .17 to 6 .J9
19c
6.5fl to 6.83
2lJc
6 84 to 7.16
21c
7.17 to 7 49
22c
7.50 Lo 7 .83
23c
7 8-l to 8. 16
24c
8 .17 to 8 49
25c
~.50 to 883
26c
; 8 .8.l to 9. 16
27c
9.17 to 9.49
28c
9.50 to 9. '3
29c
9 .84 to 1 00
30c
Orrler

The tax on each $10 of your orrler is 30c. F'or sma Il e r amounts use thE
table a hove. For example, if the order is $22.85 the tax on $20 is 60,·. a nd on
the remaining $2. 85 it is 9c, as shown by th e table . Tho total amount for tax
thernfore is 69 c.

SWEETS
This dainty booklet of poems will make a very pleasing
gift to hand to your friends.
15 cents a copy.
To Californ ia Customers: State Sales Tax 1 cent.

Planetary Inf Iuences
Notes on the Science of SOLAR BIOLOGY
(Heliocentric System)
BY ENOCH PENN

This book is writtein the author's usual clear style,
and it is unique, in that it deals in a very comprehensive way with the influences the transits of the planets
from the heliocentric standpoint bring to bear upon the
general and the individual life, and opens up quite a new
field of knowledge to students of Solar Biology.
Bound in heavy paper, with a significant and unusuall y attractive design covering the entire front face
of the book.
Price, postpaid, 50 cents.
To California Customers : Sales tax 2 cents.
MONKEY GLANDS OR CONSERVATION
WHICH SHALL IT BE?
A leaflet of 11 pages, showing how the science of sl)rgery
thru the tra.nsplanting of monkey sex-glanrls to man, is proving
the value of conserving the vital fluids. And is proving that
it is the sex.fluids that nourish and strengthen the brain, enabling one to develop and to manifest mind. It is an excellent
leaflet to hand to those who are only partly in sympathy with
the subject of regeneration, as it will serve to show them the
importance of the conservation of the life-forces. The subject
is presented in a way convincing to even the most materialistic
minds.
Price, pos1paid, 10 cents.

ESOTERIC EDUCATION
OR, THE UNFOLDMENT AND LIFE OF A HERO

Translated from the German of J. Kerning' s "Key to the
Realm of Spirit."
The narrative of Knight Geoffrey, subsequent to his esoteric
training contains a report of the young hero's feats, sufficiently detailed to give a clear idea of the way in which spiritual
insight and powers work together to make the prepared and pn.
rifled man an invincible conqueror. Thus this book may encourage mothers, of deep thought and faith like Lady Math;lda,
to give their sons the education of heroes, making them instruments to solve the pro'::>lems of modern . society, a~ there is no
age without its opportunity and need of heroism.
Price, paper, postpaid, 50 cts.

The

Zodiacal

Indicator

We consider this instrument the most perfect mechanical device yet constructed for finding the rising sign,
as it gives the degree of the sign's elevation above the
horizon for any latitude between 22° and 55°, which embraces nearly the whole civilized world . It will be a great
convenience to Astrologers; 2nd those who doubt the in·
fiuence of the zodiacal signs or those who wish to experi ment upon such influences, will find, by having this Indicator and watching the changes of their mental and
physical states with the changing signs, that not only wi ll
their own experience convince them nf the reality of zodiacal influence, bnt that a new field of experimentation,
most interesting and profitahle, will open to thP.m. Everyone is not sufficiently sensitive to feel these changes, but in
most instances the observer wil l be most vivid ly conscious
of them. In addition to the complete instructions printed
on every "Zod iacal Indicator" for its use, we furnish
gratis to every purchaser of the "Indicator," a leaflet of
valuable data bearing on the characteristics of each ''Rising Sign" as exprest mentally and physically in the individual.
The "Indicator" is neatly and durably constructed,
and with proper care will last for years. It is of special
value to students of Solar Biology and Astrology.

I'rice, }'lostpa.id., $1.00
To California Custom ers.

Add 3 cents sales tax.
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THIS VOLUME SHOULD BE READ BY EVERY
STUDENT OF ESOTERIC AND OCCULT
PRINCIPLES
The article by H. E. Butler, entitled
''PRACTICAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR REACHING THE
HIGHEST GOAL OF HUMAN ATTAINMENT"
and running thru this volume, is composed of twenty-two
parts and is in itself a complete Occult Library containing
complete instructions in true Occultism, the Esoteric or
Regenerate Life; the laws explained therein will, if conscientiously followed, lead the student to the highest goal
of his desires.
These instructions give scientifically religious methods
for bringing body, mind, and soul into harmony with God
and nature. Those seeking higher unfoldment should
read them. Also those who are studying magic will find
in them the secrets of the power of the Christ, of his
knowledge, and of his understanding.

Twelve Manner of People
In this volume there is also a series of articles on
"TWELVE MANNER OF PEOPLE;" and another series
of articles on "TWELVE MANNER OF GENII."

This volume contains many other articles that are
very useful to any one who is striving to live a better,
nobler, and truly successful life.
Bound in Cloth. Price, Postpaid, $3. 00.
To California Customers, Sales tax 9 cents

WHY NOT mark the article you have just read, and
send this copy of THE CHRISTIAN ESOTERIC to your
friend, and ask him to subscribe?

Endless L ~fe
BY ENOCH PENN

Author of "The Order of Melchisedek."
TH1s book exp'ains thP steps necessary to enab le one
to follow Jesus in fact, and to enter i r, to a consciousness
of the heavenly world while still in the physical body.
It also contains a unique and interesting supplemen t
on" Thoughts Concerning Hell and the ResurrecUon,"
and ''Uniting the Two Natures.''
One of the promin ent features of this author's writings is that he takes away much of the mystery with
which orthodox teachings have so lon g shrouded, and, to a
great extent, hidden from sight. the truths of Christi fmity
as given in the Bible; he is able to present the teachings
of Jesus the Christ, as app licabl e in caily living, in a way
t hat all can understand and should be able to apply.

This book is nicely bound, and with attractive and
appropriate lettering and design.
Price, postpaid, Cloth $1.25; Paper, 75 cents.
To California customers.

Add 4 cents sales tax.

BIBLE REVIEW
Seventeen volumes, which constitute a valuable library
consisting of the mature th riught of those who have for years
given their lives to the work of "overcoming." These volumes
contain many fine and instructive articles ~n tbe Regenerat ion
Those who are earnestly seeking. to rPach the ultimate of human
attainment , and wbo ne ed an und erst:.tnd ing of the interior va lue
of the Lord Christ's life and ut 1 erances will find in these volumes lasting helpfulness.
Price, $2 00 the volume .

We consider that there are to be found in these volumes some of the finest articles on advanced thought subects that have ever been written.

MANY STUDENTS of THE CHRISTIAN EsornRrc
who are benefited by its teachings, provide copies for their
friends, Why not you?

PRACTICAL METHODS TO INSURE SUCCESS
BY HIRAM E. BUTLER
To those for '<;l"hom this work is especially inknded, we
would say that the laws and methods herein taught have been
tested in the lives and habits of thousands of people, and have
·
proved to be all that we claim for them .
To parents and teachers we wish to say that altho the thoughts
contained in these pages may seem abstruse and difficult for the
young and inexperienced to comprehend, we know you will find
as we have that if you place them in the hands of the young and
allow them to study for th~mselves, they will gain a more accurate understanding of their practical value than will men and
women whose µiinds are bias ed by education and experience.
PARTIAL CONTENTS:
METHODS FOR OBTAINING HEALTH; TO PUT THE DIGESTION
IN ORDER; REGENERATION, THE SOURCE OF LIFE; WHAT IS
GA!flED BY REGENERATION? GAUSE OF lNHARMONY IN MAR·
RIAGE; METHODS TO DEVELOP CONCENTRATIVENESS; THE
NEW MEMORY. Price, postpaid, 25 cents; Clot~, 75.
Italian edition, 50 cents.

--- --------------

THE NARROW WAY
OF ATTAINMENT
BY HIRAM E. BUTLER
A COURSE OF LECTURES DELIVERED BEFORE THE SOCIETY ESOTERIC

For those who will follow the instructions in this book ther
is a realm of spiritual consciousness and power that has been
known only to the prophets and to the Christ.
"For those who aspire to live a life of loftiest purity. and who
are striving after the highest apprehension o( Truth, this will
prove an extremely valuable book. Every page is charged with
the deepest knowledge of the human heut and with wise guidance and instruction. It is not a book for the timid, the fearful
and the half-hearted, but for those who are prepared to overcome the lower nature to the uttermost and to frame strong and
holy purposes. The chapter 'Who is able to Walk the Narrow
Way?' is p:irticulary inspiring and instuctive. There is much
mysticism in the book which, however, is preeminently practical,
and the instructions given are clearly and methodical :y laid
down" '
Bound in cloth, price, postpaid, $1.00.

Useful Instructions
for a Successful Life
BY lI. E. BUTLER

The in structions in this book are intended alike for
MEN AND WOMEN
in every walk of life, and in every department of service:
and eq ually for th ose in
GENERATION AND REGENERATION
for those seeking to become the progenitors of a Super-.
Race, and for those drawing apart fro m generation
altogether-in fact, we doubt if there has ever been
another book published that more completely covers the
needs of all classes of persons. Those who are seeking a
way out of th eir present difficulties will find in this book
help they need; likewise, those who think they are satisfied with their present conditions, will find in this book
that which will startle them into new life-awaken them
to new interests.
INSTRUCTIONS IN 16 LESSONS
These instructions are written in the form of sixteen
lessons, E:ach lesson a discourse on the principles involved,
and with a preliminary paragraph setting forth concisely
before the mind of the reader, or student, the steps thereafter discoursed u1>on, making the whole course of instructions very plain and interesting, and well fitted to
fill the present-day needs. In other words, these instructions are given in a form best suited to help the overtaxed
and weary mind to take hold of the subjects involved.
The book is nicely bound in blue cloth, with gold
stamping. Price, $1. 25, postpaid .
To California Customers: State Sales Tax 4 cents.

You

ARE INTERESTED in the vitai truths t hat appe:i.r in
THE CHRISTIAN ESOTERIC. You h;:ive many f•iends
who would likewi;e be interes ted if you will brin g this magazine
t o their attention.

THE WAV OF HOLINESS
BY H. E. BUTLER

WE are pleased to be able to make good, at last, our
promises to inquirers for several years past, to put into
book form the Course of Instructions entitled "The Way
of Holiness," or the Way to the Highest Attainment.
This Course by Hiram E. Butler, was originally published
in serial in the "Occult and Biological Journal," and later
in the "Christian Esoteric;" and is promised by the author in the closing chapter of "Useful Instructions for a
Successful Life," which book it properly follows.
In addition to the sixteen parts that properly make
up "The Way of Holiness," there are fifteen pages at the
close of the book entitled "Knowing God," in which is
set forth a further presentation of God.

The reviewer of this book is imprest with the simplicity and practicality of true-religion, and is brought to
the realization that the Way is made so plain that all who
will may enter the path that leads to Peace and Happiness, and to all the other Blessings that have been
promised to those who will to live a life of righteousness
before the Lord. From the introduction to this book we
quote the following paragraph:
"To these Men and Women, who are thus moving, and
being moved, toward divine ultimates, this book is presented; and we believe that thru its instrumentality they
will be aided in bringing into manifestation those conditions for which their souls are yearning, and for which
the interior of man has longed and prayed during all the
ages past."
The book is printed on nice paper; attractively bound
in cloth, with gold stamping. Price, postpaid, $1.25.
California customers. Add 4 cents Sales Tax.

THE SEVEN CREATIVE PRINCIPLES
H. E. BUTLER

BY

First Lecture.-Tbe Idea ot Go<l, Th e pecele or &11 ng!lli rna.raete1~1ec
~~ t heJr Iden o[ Gud-Tbe word of God 11.s 1Cinted wi• b tbe ;,den of power-Man can o».b
J ndc rRtand or tbiuk of thiDgs of wbirh be ho• a correspondence within b:mself, p. S
rhe senses P• rceive efl't!cts ou ly-l'ttuses are d•ductinly determined by reflSon, p. 4. The
<vonderR of will, p . 5. 1 ahveh, "I will bP what I will to be." Jl. 6. SpaM filled and in·
terfllled with worlds iuteri., r to enrh other-Order an<l lntelligenrA everywhern roni:M•
test. p. 11 . 'l'he First Cau,e, the es•ential ~1Rnl hurottnity the object,i-e part•. p. 12 Mat
ler a condition of spirit, p. 15. Lov" the fulfil roent of the 11tw, p, 18. hleditation goo'd
lor tbesoul-1''1n• ing God, p. 19.
Second l,, ·cture.-l''orcc. "All things wc1rk together for good "-The mah!
and female principles evcrywbem µresent iu !\nwre. The condensation o[ lurr.e into mattei
a.ecomplishecl by the Logos or" Word of God," p. 26. How thought i• formed and sem
forth ou its mission , p. 27. 'l'he evolution of matter through generative processes, p. 2
rhe fem:<le will the eu,phering or binding principle, p. 81. Compres•ion. b ~• t. itX·
paniion. pr lnr <zation , p. 35. Electric and magnet ic currents of earth and sun, p . P6. Be>
coming S1rns 1 n d Mnstcrs it::dtead of serva11ts, p. 38.
'l'bird 1,,,clure.--Dlscrimi11atton. The relation of thedeveu Principles tG
each other, p . 4 .• The fir•t reriniJestation of Diocriminutiou -All things come from and
telato to miud, p. 43. Reason for enlling some things good and others evil , p 44
Motives of nucient Pronbet• and S&c1s for seeking isolation from the woi'ld, p. 46. Dis·
crlminatlo 1 manifested in dQSire and prnyer-Iusp•ratlon-Revelation, p. 4!l. hfonife,ta·
tiohs of cl scrimirmi ion in plant life, p. 51. T1''l pleasures of the souses contrasted wi tb
tilglwr d scr!minntion and joy, p. 63.
l<~ourtb 1.ecturti.-order. Heat and cold as formative forces in Nature. p. 511
fhe evitleu ·e• of Order in crystal formations, p. 59. Interpreting Nature auu deter
mlniug quality aud cilaracter from form-Form within form re\•calcd by th~ >nii:roscope\Vorlds beyond worlds hrouc:h{ ~own by the teles«ope, p. 65. The Order aud Chemldtcy
~f Dig~Lion, p. 67. The explanation or vision-Manlle~ tation o( the •ixth •en•P p . 7)
l'be luuueace of p1;ycbic surround iug<i, p . 72. Being Joint·Cre11.LOrs with the lufluJte
p, 73. Possessing the true Wisdom, p . 75.
l"ittb Lec tur<-.--Cohesion . Drawing the Hne between principles auJ'
pheno J1cna, p . 79. Evoiu1ion-Oohesion essentially a feminine principle, eusphe riug
nourisbi 1 g, pr.. scrvlng. p. 8!. The "adversary" that Is set otf against Cuhe•iOH , p. 8.1
fhe con>erv1itivt0 tendcncie~ of CoheBlon, p. 84. 'rhe abuses of the eohe•4ve principle
85. Cohesion-Tlla mothe r nature considered as a distinct principle, p. 87 'fhe mo 1hct
.ove to take hii:her f,>rm, p. Ul. l..ive up to your highest ideal of right, p. 93. Placing Lb•
Mme of God i n the for.,head, p . !14.
~ixth Leetur .. . -1''t:'r1nentatlou. The D~troyer who stands la tne wny or
pbysie!ll imm or t~ lity-Di<int..gratiou-AIJ vegetation th e roateritLluatioll of !tJfiuitt
•.hou gh t-M an's thought a• re!tl creations as tbe offapring of his loius, J> 100. A vit•i'
chcmlstrv th>Jt will tnrow lt'.;ht ou me •tai healing and thought forn.tttion. p. 101 .4
secret of 'tn e Mai:i and Alcheml•ts. p. 10~. l!'ermcntation an agent cl progres•. p . 103
1'he balefu I nsrccts of ffi'1.ll when the priL1ciple of fc rmcntatiuo b tti the llBCClldvnuh.P 106
Dependence o mitn !or executive energy upon bis helpmeet-Womnu, p. 107. J:Iow ~'
oecome n "Prevailing Prince," p. 103. Conquering and controlling the forres of gPue r&
<ion, p. 110. Tbe f.11leu stnte, p. 112. Becoming" kings aurl pripsts unto Goel," p 118.
~ev<1:ulh 1.ecture-.-'l'ra11s11:1utation. A l ighted mntch as an illw.tr11.t10~
of trUJ1smut,,tiou, p. 117. The fire energy or tlrn Infinite Being ensphered iu mattor. p . 12C
~fori'• in ue r being a l>1roinous flame transmuting the basr r substance, p. 121
lmportitnc«
of the kmcl of thuughts we enlerta.in while eating, p. 1-3. Tb<i pTncess by which tool>
Ill.ill magi~ power, p. l~i:I Becoming supe~ior to earth. p . 120. Making 11.i I vioi b<o thiOll''
:>ne's 1ervm1 t. 1" 130.
Eighth Lecture..-~ensatiou. Sensation, a mode of consclou"ne•s or cognl
01rnceol life. p l :lu. :::,~ns1Ltiou mude maul.lest in the crystal water vl thu n.rvu llt1id, p. l &
1'rans<r11tiug 1he l rnver iuto hig- h or seus9.t iou, p . rn9. E ducati.,u. 1tpliftiug nud r e tie ! or
Go,rs creu·tu~s-Pol .. rizntlon of iuuer consciousnesii. p. J,JO. Thonghl impos•ible withou t
form, p. 14l. J\o 6en•ation "i1hout motion of \ife-e.emei..t. p. 143 !\o pleasure wilbou 1·
i reaction-Hewovnl of LIH't lxh .1ustcd And b-oken down molec11l es, p. 145. Sel·f·po<••"<
•ion-Soul calm-::iubdunl of se11ses, p. 141i. 'l'h e iuu· r scn•e the one we mo•t n eed, p
l'nrnlng the nnture into lin e w11h tb t' Divine c urrent, p. 149.
N'l11tb J.ccturc.-Color. Signilic1t11ce oi cotors-Openrng thesixtb s<- nse, p . 15~
1:~d. - mugneLiu. cone ·n trath·e, h eatiug:-blue t'C'prBecnts or . .kr ;-yellow, pctrfuction fl
15u. Vi"ro.!inus of color-Hc lg,tion• to soun<l , n. 158. S_gn ifi r,u11 ce of blue, grtty, indigo
p. l :i9 Fourt11 pri~ciple, symbolizes !if~. fertili ty: rP(""·•euts the mothcr·nuture, ]J. HlO
Lunf:'Unge of God in Nature; Clairvoyttnet>, u mf1nikst•tion ol the sixth seuoe, p 162
Green a symbol of >trength; hignifknnre of hlnck. p. 1r,q, fiixth principle exprGSR,e<l bj
vto l~t; repre•,ntsg -"'l. J> . 164. Sp,·e,,th principle, identified wi th yellow; implies lilivint
'llnsntlon , p. lfh Sum rn•rY of the pri""iJ:>IC• of the 6eve11-pninted swr, p 1G9 1'be 11.ev u
""Oullerful •)•tern of chemi•try. p. 170
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The Christian Esoteric Helps You.
Then it Will Help Your Friends

PASS IT ON

SOLAR BIOLOGY
By HIRAM E. BUTLER
BEING THE SCIENCE OF SOLAR
LIFE USING THE HELIOCENTRIC
SYSTEM.

It is a scientific, exact and practical method of delineating character, diagnosing disease, ascer_
taining business and other occu_
pational abilities, the strop.g and
the weak r:ioints of ment3.l and
bodily functions, marriage adaptability, etc., from date of birth.
It also re ads the inrate qualities
(i.e., the soul and spiritual, natural and causative) in man's life.
This book throws a new fig-ht on
the pro '· lems of life. Tells how to
cultiva te self ani make the most
and best of life. Tne method enables physicians and healers to diagnose with greater accuracy.
IT IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY
WORK OF ITS KIND: PROVED THRU
MANY YEARS OF USE.

Any intelligent person can mas_
ter this method easily by follow mg
the instru ctions given in the book.
SOLAR BIOLOGY GlVES INVALUABLE INFORMATION ON THE TRUE NATURE
AND FUNCTION OF SEX.

It explains the me,thod by which the sex-energy is changed into the
higher potency, so as to endow the individual with more abundant vitality
and mind-power, and also, if one is so moved, thru the regenerate life, to
reach the high state of coruciousnes1 that has bee:i known only to the
prophets and the Christ.
The new edition contains the ephemerides from 1840 to and including
1939. The ephemerides for subsequent years are published from one to
two years in advance of current date, and will be furnished on request, to
owners of the book, for 3 cents postage.
Solar Biology is a book of over 500 pages, with seven plates and portrait
of the author. Printed on good paper, bound in fine cloth, gold-stamped.
Price, postpaid, $4.50.
!To California Custo mers: Add 14
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